
 Year 10 Higher Unit 6a Graphs  

Key vocabulary – The Basics and Real Life Graphs  

1 Coordinate 

Coordinates are used on coordinate grids to 

define the position of a point. They are written 

as pairs of numbers in brackets. e.g. (3, -4) 

• the first term denotes the horizontal position. 

• the second term denotes the vertical position. 

 

2 
Coordinate 

plane (grid) 

Divided into 4 quarters by the x- axis 

(horizontal) and the y-axis (vertical). 

Quadrant 1 – x and y are positive 

Quadrant 2 – x negative and y positive  

Quadrant 3 – x and y are negative 

Quadrant 4 – x positive and y negative 
 

 

3 Real-life graph A graph charting a real-life situation 

 

4 
Conversion 

graph 

A line graph used to convert one unit to 

another. 

 

5 
Distance-Time 

graph 

A graph plotting distance travelled against time. 

The gradient of the graph is the speed. 

When the graph is flat the object is stationary. 

 

6 
Velocity-Time 

graph 

A graph plotting velocity against time. 

The gradient of the graph is the acceleration. 

The area under the graph is the distance 

travelled. 

When the graph is flat the object is moving with 

a constant speed. 
 

 

Complete Weeks 1 and 2 of MathsWatch HW 

 

https://vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle/ 

 

Username: smithb@colfox (surname and initial)  Password: SJCA101 
  

https://vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle/


 Year 10 Higher Unit 6b Graphs  

Key vocabulary – Linear Graphs  

7 Gradient 

Gradient is the steepness and direction of a line 

as read from left to right. The gradient (or slope) 

can be found by determining the ratio of 

the rise (vertical change) to the run (horizontal 

change). 

 

Positive gradient 
 

Negative gradient 
 

Zero gradient  

8 

Line segment 

A line going from one point to another. 

 

 

Length: Use Pythagoras’ 
theorem 𝐿2 = 32 + 42 𝐿2 = 25 𝐿 =  √25 𝐿 =  5 

9 

10 

Gradient:  change in y coordinatechange in x coordinate = 
43 

11 

Midpoint: 

(  x2 + x1     ,   y2 + y1   )        

        2              2      

=  ( 2.5 , 4)     

12 

Vertical and 

horizontal 

lines 

 

 

13 
Equation of a 

straight-line 

Written in the form  y = mx + c 

Where  

m is the gradient of the line  

and 

c is the y-intercept (where the line crosses the 

y-axis) 

Gradient = 2/1 = 

2 

y-intercept is at 

1 

Equation of line  

y = 2x + 1 

14 Parallel lines  Have the same gradient 

e.g. 

y = 4x + 2 and  y = 4x -7 

as both have gradient 4 

15 
Perpendicular 

lines  

The gradients multiply to give -1 

i.e.    m1  x m2  = -1     

e.g. 

if y = 3x + 2 

a perpendicular line will have 

gradient  -⅓ 

 
Complete Weeks 3 and 4 of MathsWatch HW 
 

https://vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle/ 
 

Username: smithb@colfox (surname and initial)  Password: SJCA101 

https://vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle/


 Year 10 Higher Unit 6c Graphs  

Key vocabulary – Non-Linear Graphs  

16 
Quadratic 

graphs 

Have a vertical line of symmetry. 

                                                                      
Positive coefficient of x²                               Negative coefficient of x² 

 

17 Cubic graphs 

Have rotational symmetry 

                  
Positive coefficient of x³                      Negative coefficient of x³ 

 

18 

Reciprocal 

graphs 

 

 

19 Circular graph 

 𝑥2 + 𝑦2 = 𝑟²    where r is the radius of the circle centre (0,0) 

 
 

Complete Weeks 5 and 6 of MathsWatch HW 

 

https://vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle/ 

 

Username: smithb@colfox (surname and initial)  Password: SJCA101 

𝑦 =  1𝑥       𝑥 ≠ 0      

https://vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle/

